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Abstract 

The compression offers a means to minimizing the expense of storage and raises the rate of transmission. Image 
compression minimizes the size of graphics image without reducing the quality of the image. New research in 
transform-based image compression has presented the wavelet are superior over other transforms due to its 
performance. In this paper performance of image is calculated by some parameters like PSNR (Peak signal to noise 
ratio), CR (Compression Ratio), MSE (Mean Square error), and (BPP) Bit per pixel. This approach used Neural 
Network for training the input image for wavelets. After that applying four novel wavelets includes Set Partitioning in 
Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT), Wavelet Difference Reduction (WDR), and Embedded Zero tree Wavelet (EZW) and 
Spatial-orientation tree wavelet (STW) for compression of Image and calculates performance parameters.  
Keywords: SPIHT,WDR,BPP,MSE,CR,PSNR,Compression,Wavelets. 

1. Introduction  

The compression offers a means to reduce the cost of storage and increase the speed of transmission. Image 
compression is used to minimize the size of image without degrading the feature of the image. Images 
comprise huge quantities of info that needs abundant storing space, huge broadcast bandwidths and time-
consuming for broadcast. Hence it is beneficial to compact the image by keeping simply the vital info 
wanted to rebuild the image. Image compression coding is to keep the image into bit-stream as fixed into a 
lesser space as probable and demonstrate the decoded image in as precise as probable. So think through an 
encoder & a decoder as revealed in Fig. 1. When encoder in-takes as unique image file, the image file will 
be change into a binary data stream (known as the bit-stream). The decoder then in-takes the encrypted bit-
stream and decrypts it to generate decoded image. If the complete data dimension of the bit-stream is fewer 
than the entire data length of unique image, then it is known as image compression. The design of image 
compression coding is presented in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1 The Basic Flow of Image Compression Coding 
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There are two basic type of image compression: lossless and lossy.  
1. Lossless or Reversible: Lossless compression works by compressing the overall image without 
removing any of the image’s detail. Lossless compression does not involve the process of quantization, IT 
is Information preserving technique. 
2. Lossy or Irreversible: Lossy compression works by removing image detail, but not in such a way that it 
is apparent to the viewer. It involves at least three steps: image transformation, Quantization, and encoding. 
No loss of information occurs in the transformation step. Quantization is the step in which the data integrity 
is lost. It have High compression ratio as compared to Lossless compression. The fig.2 shows the 
framework of image compression. 

 

Fig. 2 Image Compression Framework 

2. Wavelet Analysis 

Wavelet analysis can be used to divide the information of an image into approximation and detail sub 
signals. The approximation sub signal shows the general trend of pixel values, and three detail sub signals 
show the vertical, horizontal and diagonal details of image. If these details are very small then they can be 
set to zero without significantly changing the image. The value below which details are considered small 
enough to be set to zero is known as the threshold. The greater the number of zeros the greater the 
compression that can be achieved. The amount of information retained by an image after compression and 
decompression is known as the energy retained and this is proportional to the sum of the squares of the 
pixel values. The wavelet transform is a powerful mathematical tool with many unique qualities that are 
useful for image compression and processing applications. By exploiting spatial and spectral information 
redundancy in images, wavelet-based methods offer significantly better results for compressing Color 
images. 

 

Fig. 3 The Basic Framework for Wavelet Compression 
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3. Neural Network 
A Neural Network (NN) is a data processing model that is inspired by the technique of biological nervous 
systems, like brain process information. The main component of this model is the novel organization of the 
information processing model. This model composed by large number of highly interconnected processing 
elements called neurons, working simultaneously to solve particular problems. An NN is designed for a 
specific application, like pattern data classification and pattern recognition by learning process. The most 
frequent type of artificial neural network (ANNs) is categories in three layers or groups of units. An input 
layers units is attached to hidden layer units, which is connected to output layer units. The activity of this 
input layer units presents the unprocessed information that becomes input for the network. The activity of 
every hidden layer unit is calculated by the input layer units and the weights of connected paths between 
the input layer and the hidden layer units. 

5. Proposed Work 

The proposed methodology focuses the combination of neural network and four novel wavelets Set 
Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT), Embedded Zero tree Wavelet (EZW), Wavelet Difference 
Reduction (WDR) and Spatial-orientation tree wavelet (STW) for image compression as well as comparing 
them with each other. The proposed methodology is tested on 25 color images and gives better performance 
parameter as compared to existing work.  

 

Fig. 4 Block Diagram of Proposed Model 
 

The following steps are used in this proposed work: 
1. Takes an image as input, then after divide image is divided in number of non overlapping pixel blocks. 
2. Apply encoding on these pixel blocks and convert the trained weight set. 
3. Select a training input and the corresponding output (training vector) from training set. 
4. When the network weights and biases are initialized, and network is ready for training.  
5. Training stops if: 
a) Number of iterations > epochs. 
b) Performance function drops below goal. 
c) Magnitude of the gradient < mingrad. 
d) Training time > time seconds of max_fail. 
6. Receive output as an image of trained network, which shows the better pixel image and that help us to 
compress the image and give better compression ratio, better Bit per Pixel (BPP) original images which is 
compressed with the SPIHT wavelet.  
7. Applying SPIHT, EZW, WDR and STW wavelets and calculate performance parameters includes Peak 
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Compression Ratios (CR). Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Bit per Pixel 
(BPP). 
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5.  Result Analysis  

The output of the proposed approach is shown in following fig. 5 and fig 6. The resultant images shows that 
the output of the proposed approach generates high quality compressed image with better PSNR, CR and 
BPP values, and very low MSE. It confirmed that the proposed approach gives good quality compressed 
 image compare to the existing techniques.  
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Fig. 5: Resultant Images 
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Fig. 6: Resultant Graphs

6. Conclusion and Future Work 
The Previous work is in either Image compression through Neural Network, or either with two wavelets. 
This work used neural network and four novel wavelets for compression of image. Neural network is used 
for training the input image for wavelets and four wavelets Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT), 
Embedded Zero tree Wavelet (EZW), Wavelet Difference Reduction (WDR) and Spatial-orientation tree 
wavelet (STW) are used for image compression and calculate performance parameters. The results shows 
that SPIHT calculates better performance parameters like Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean 
Squared Error (MSE), Bit per Pixel (BPP) and Compression Ratios (CR), as compared to other three 
wavelets and existing wavelet and neural network based image compression techniques.In image 
processing, the same experiments should also be conducted with other types of neural network to see the 
different types can improve the performance of the system. The future enhancement says that it should 
apply genetic algorithm or either fuzzy to make more accurate more advanced. 
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